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About This Game

Finally - a light-weight forestry simulation that doesn’t need hours of tutorials to learn the basics. Easy to learn, hard to master is
the key. Jump into your sophisticated machinery, get work done and enjoy the career mode – this is all about skills and

dexterity. A beautiful world awaits you when you turn trees into logs and transport them across the map. But beware – your
machines can break down, and you will have to take care of the replacements.

Features

Different forestry machines and their functions accurately simulated

Varying tasks and missions to accomplish

Career mode includes replacement of broken machinery
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Title: Timber! The Logging Experts
Genre: Casual, Simulation
Developer:
Stonehill Games
Publisher:
UniqueGames
Release Date: 18 Nov, 2016

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7, 8, 10 (x86)

Processor: Intel Core2Duo / AMD X2, min. 2.2 GHz

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: Nvidia GeForce GT 240 / AMD Radeon HD 5570, min. 1GB VRAM

DirectX: Version 9.0c

Storage: 650 MB available space

English,German
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Game has been abandoned by the devs who refuse to fix a critical inventory bug and do not respond

DO NOT BUY!!!. Its fun for first 15 minutes, tideous for the next 45 minutes as you try to unlock new weapons and realize that
the second tier guns are the only guns after your starting pistols.

Oh, and lack of enemies and lack of levels and lack of pretty much everything.. The most impactful stories are the ones in
which give you a third-person view of yourself.

This VN only takes 1.5 hours to read, so a review will come off as spoilery if I go too in depth.
But I related to the main character on so many levels, focusing in on erratic and pointless things (especially when presented with
a situation I wasn't comfortable with) and that list. That got me, I related all too well to that, the resemblance was such a
quintessential summary of my attempts to do someting akin to that it made me feel like I was being told off by myself in the
mind of someone else. It really made a huge impact on the way I perceive things, mind you, I'm not old, but when I was reading
I felt in myself I could very possibly end up something very much like that. I don't like the thought, but this game struck a chord
with me, while I don't think I'll end up something like that, our thought processes were uncanny in their similarity (I like to think
I'm at least a smudge less callous).

Off my ramblings, this game is amazing and definitley worth it, I got it on sale but It's so cheap that it might as well be on sale
24 hours of the day.
There is the option to pick between art styles, trust, go with the old style, it makes the story feel so much more Its own, I've
never seen art like that in a VN and it fits this one perfectly, the other one doesn't, it just makes certain scences feel off where
the other "old" design everything fits together in such an amazing way.
1.5 hours to read, very short, yet more impactful than 10+ hours of most VN's that come out now.
. quot;We'll crruuuuusshhhh em!". Weather Lord is a series of casual time management games, with Victor as a young hero able
to manipulate the weather. However, Victor wasn't always the hero there as previous games were showing more humans and less
cute animals.

Remember my previous review on the series, which was Following the Princess? Well, The Successor's Path is just the game
before it. It's chronicling how Victor came to the throne of his kingdom, by defeating his evil Uncle Wagner. Beginning in your
land, you're going to visit different landscapes. I'm currently in the snowed levels, however, given the fact that I've played little
of the game in the year, it's no wonder.

The gameplay is simple: you have several objectives per level and you have to fullfill them. To do that, Victor is as any hero of a
casual time management game, helped by his allies, the workers and the warriors. The workers are collecting resources (whether
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they're scattered around or concentrated on one place): food, gold and wood. However, when fields, mines or forests are
emptied, you can make them growth again: either by sending a worker (mine) or by using a weather artifact (rain). To help you,
you can also build sawmills, mills, forges or houses (this building helps to hire more workers) and upgrade them.

But there are also obstacles and enemies. Some obstacles can be removed thanks to a weather element (sun or wind for
example). Enemies can be defeated by warriors or towers. A simple warrior will lose quickly health unless he's powered by the
right element when confronting an enemy: sun for goblin, thunder for shaman, wind for ghost, etc.. The towers have to be build
but there are only three kinds of them: sun, wind or thunder (needing the weather element to be activated and for a limited
time). Enemies can come like that or coming from their lairs that can be destroyed by your workers (but there is always one
enemy that will get out in the middle of it, be prepared to see your workers coming back to bases scared).

Altars can also be repaired and give bonus: stop time, faster workers, enemies in the level dying in one click, etc.. They're really
useful if you're aiming for a three stars scores. You'll also discover that you can repair buttons, barns, or growth crystals
(powered by sun) for the snowed levels, as there are no rain element available.

That's the core of The Successor's Path. But the game is quite difficult as I had to replay level 22 I don't know how many times
and to find finally the right strategy to get my three stars score. That's why I quit the game months ago, as there are ingame
achievements.

The graphics are nice and the characters are quite cute... I mean Victor and its allies because others are disgusting (like the
octopus monster). The soundtrack is also pleasant.

However, what is missing is the achievements: some of the games have them like Royal Holidays and Following the Princess. I
don't understand why this one didn't benefit of a little update for Steam achievements. I also prefer the new system of having
your elements in a bar to the one in this game which have the elements scattered around: sometimes, it's hard to see them. But
given the fact that the Successor's Path is an early game, I will not really whine about it.

Really, the Successor's Path isn't bad, it's just that I've played latter games and find them more appealing that this one because
of new mechanics. But it's still nice to follow Victor's life.

Also contrary to some users, I didn't experience crashes at level 12,15 or 20, so I suppose that it's fixed.
. A huge improvement from Ironclads. Great graphics. Great performance. Great fun. Great game. But keep in mind that all this
is true ONLY for real fans of turn-based board games and hardcore sims.

Overall in the time I've played, its a great game. I'd recommend it to any althistory buff or anyone who wants to try something
new that has a little dab of strategy alongside action. For the current price, I don't see why you wouldn't buy it (Distant Guns 1.5
- Pro Edition $49.99, Jutland - Pro Edition $49.99, War in the Pacific - Admiral's Edition $79.99 etc.). i played this game when
i was young and ive gotta say nothing. Great game for parties, or big groups of friends, good for comentary videos. Love the
game and it's a blast to play. perfect, thats all i can say
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I would have recommended this game. The story looked good and I enjoyed the first opus.

However, there is a scripting error at one moment. And despite posts on the forum, nothing was ever done for the Steam
version.

How can I review completely a game I can't even finish? How can I tell you that it was a good game?

Unless the devs updated it, I'm forced to leave this short review and to ask you to avoid buying this.

EDIT: According a post from a dev, a patch is available. You have to contact them. I will not do it, because I would prefer an
update pushed through the Steam update system. I suppose that this is due to a change of publisher or something like that and
that they don't have access to the page.. it is a good game if you like old arcade games these good old times i really liked galaxy
on fire 2 on my iphone so i found this one is like it but in arcade i can upgrade my ship and add some shields add some weapons
and beat these other ships really liked it cuz i like arcade games. Love the art style. Love the soundtrack.. Creative! I like that
game!. This is a true love letter to Megaman X!
= Pros =
+ The setting\/level design is creative, no two levels look alike
+ The controls are responsive, platforming is fun but challenging, making you deserve your boss fights
+ The ennemies are varied and all require patience\/strategy to take out
+ Weapons don't have ammunition, instead they act as balanced tools to exploit the ennemies pattern
+ The cutscenes are surprisingly fun to read, making the story interesting

= Cons =
- The cutscenes would benefit from voice acting or a little sound effect with each line. The feel blend compared to the rest of
the game's presentation
- The difficulty of some stage is crushing. I guess there were some of these in Megaman games as well. They're meant to go
back to after you've acquired some weapons and upgrades. I like a challenge so I don't mind
- No Steam Achievements :(

=+- Conclusion -+=
This game would be a perfect successor to Megaman X. The different powerups and tough ennemies promote a smart playstyle.

NOTE: I'd start with "Mystic Mage" to get the boots if I were you. They help alot!. sick my duck. facebook game crap.. Brain
hurt depending on your energy level you are feeling the moments you play this... otherwise it is ok... sale item though. This
games fun. The core game is quite easy but the challenges are hard. It's not easy getting 100%, which adds a fair bit of replay
value.
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